Friday 05 September 1969 
New York City, 139th Street/Lennox Avenue, Harlem, New York, USA
Billed as just: “Jimi Hendrix”

Jimi – guitar & vocal, Larry Lee - guitar & vocal, Billy Cox – bass, Mitch Mitchell – drums, Juma Sultan – percussion, Jerry Velez - percussion
Concert – United Block Benefit  
Taped songs are of unlistenably bad quality 

This group appears to have been initially only a hired stop gap to cover the Woodstock festival which had been booked prior to his disbanding of the original Jimi Hendrix Experience. They were introduced there as ‘The Jimi Hendrix Experience’, when Jimi corrected this to say this group could be called either ‘Gypsy Sun And Rainbows’, or ‘A Band Of Gypsies’ This would appear to be the only time the name ‘Gypsy Sun & Rainbows’ was used. Jimi used them briefly to develop his new style and songs that would appear on the LP to be given to Ed Chalpin - Band Of Gypsys. They only performed two other concerts, both low key and billed as just “Jimi Hendrix” – this one (a charity gig for his friends in Harlem), and the other at ‘Salvation’ a small  club close to his and manager Mike Jeffery’s Electric Lady studios which was then under construction was supposedly a business favour for the owners (possibly Mafia) 
Songs: Foxy Lady [not taped], Red House [not taped], Purple Haze [not taped]
The Star Spangled Banner (John Stafford Smith [music]) [not taped] 

1. Voodoo Child (Slight Return, 2. < Machine Gun 

[Tape starts]

[unknown song]

[just a short piece of the end of it]….

Aud: [Applause]
Jimi: ….? and these three heroes, I’m talkin’ to you………..? Voodoo Child………? play 
R&B, got Billy Cox standing next to me…
Aud: We know him?
Jimi: … we got Mitch Mitchell?
Aud: [Cheers & applause]
Taper?: Got to check it…
Jimi: What?
?     : ….?
[Tape cut]

1. VOODOO CHILD (SLIGHT RETURN) >

[No vocals can be heard]

Aud: [Applause]
…

2. >MACHINE GUN*>

[Vocals can be heard, but are all but  inaudible]

Machine gun
….

Machine gun
Tearin’ my buddies……?


3. >VOODOO CHILD (SLIGHT RETURN) > [coda]
…

*According to Jimi this addresses at least two subjects, one is war and the other is personal struggle  
 “People fighting wars within’ themselves.”


